Tribute to Joan Kleinrock
1935-2021
Way back when...
Full time volunteers – dubbed as the *Four Musketeers* who helped SHHH start from 1981 to 1985. Pat Clickener, Joan Kleinrock, Rocky, Carol Lingley
Joan Kleinrock at Idaho’s Panhandle Chapter, with John Centa, founder of chapter, SHHH Trustee and Region X Coordinator
Pinning another chapter on the map!
Cochlear Implant Activation!
With Frank Carlucci, brother
With Frank and his granddaughters
Daughter Jennifer
Son Buddy
Son Jeff
Sons Brad, Buddy & Jeff
(and Jeff’s dog, Anya)
Tim, Buddy’s son

Thomas, Jennifer’s son

Grandsons
At lunch with Marcia Carlucci (sister-in-law)
Summer 2021
This was her 85th birthday but she twisted it around!

Jeff wrote:
*Such a sense of humor* ❤️
The Easter Bunny has arrived
With Howard and Georgia Potrude
Back: Barbara Thomas and Joan

Front: Barbara Kelley, Betty Bonvillian and sister Marjorie Boone
Staff in 1997
(seated L-R) Donna Sorkin, Dasha Cohen, Nancy Macklin, Carla Beyer-Smolin, Joan Kleinrock
(standing L-R) Leon Young, Virginia Mancene, Jane Hamilton, Barbara Thomas, Barbara Kelley, Gary Hirshl, Michele Murray, Brenda Battat
Joan presenting Ahme Stone the 20th Century Woman Award
Ed Weiner, Joan, Mary Greene

Nancy Dietrich

Joan, Pat Clickener, Betty Bonvillian, Rocky, Mary Sparke, Ahme
Richard Panzer

Presenting award to Barbara Hunter
Dallas Convention 1995

Keystone Award to Jerry Vogel
Past Rocky Stone Humanitarian Award Recipients
John Centa-ID, 1990; Sue Miller-NY, 1993; Bill Cutler-CA, 1995;
Marjorie Boone-VA, 1991; Rocky, Joan Kleinrock-MD, 1992
Betty Bonvillian, Joan and Joan & Ken Goodmiller
Peg Williams congratulates Joan Kleinrock on receiving the Rocky Stone Humanitarian Award
Always smiling!
Amy Bopp, Howard Potrude and Joan
Barbara Beard, unknown, Joan and Tom D’Annunzio
SHHH Convention Gathering with Friends
Happy Halloween! with Julie Olson
New Jersey State Conference
December 7, 1991
Reception for Joan Kleinrock
Retiring as Chapter Development Coordinator after 17 years with SHHH
(1998)
Rest in Peace, Joan